
 

Sunninghill Gardens Homeowners Ass. 
Not just a community but a family 

 

Sunninghill Gardens AGM  

Minutes of Meeting For the year 2016/17 

Held On Tuesday 17th October 2017 - At the Real Life Rooms, Sunninghill 

 

1. Welcome (Richard Bovell) 
 
Richard Bovell opened the meeting and thanked everyone for their attendance. He then 
introduced the Sunninghill Gardens committee members after which he also thanked the 
following people / organisations: 

 Linda Lazarus Property Brokers for sponsoring the cheese and wine held before the 
meeting. Linda was also thanked for her ongoing donations towards the upkeep of our 
parks and entrance gardens and for the food provided to the guards and control room 
over Christmas. 

 Hardy Kruger for donating the access cards for the booms 
 National Realtors Group for helping with the issuing of access stickers 
 Real Life Church for hosting the evening and for their ongoing support and positive 

contribution to the greater Sunninghill community. 
 

2. Chairman’s Report (Disebo Moephuli) 
 
Disebo Moephuli thanked everyone for their attendance and support. She mentioned the that 
economically the country was not doing well at present and that we needed to be mindful of not 
chasing membership away from the SGHA. Despite this SGHA had a successful year in sustaining 



what has been achieved and further improved our security however, security is expensive and 
the cost of this is making it more difficult to keep the low levies we have had in the past.  
Another concerning trend had also been noticed of people buying in Sunninghill Gardens, 
because of all that the area has to offer, but then buyers were often not willing to contribute to 
the monthly levies. Despite this, membership numbers in Sunninghill Gardens were much higher 
than in other communities. Many new residents in our suburb are not aware of the work that 
has gone into building a Sunninghill Gardens or the work that goes into keeping it one of the 
most sort after suburbs in the north of Johannesburg. Disebo appealed to residents to all do 
their bit in maintaining the look and feel of the suburb. Sadly, over the past year, the committee 
has had to approach some houses to clear up their verges and there was one property in Nakuru 
Road still of major concern which is been addressed. That said, Falcon Gate was complimented 
on the beautiful work done to their entrance and outside area.  

Disebo mentioned that a number of complaints had been received about the dog mess in the 
parks.  The gardener for the park works three times a week and he does pick this up however, it 
is the responsibility of the dog owner to pick up after their dogs.  SGHA cannot afford to employ 
someone to do this 7 days a week.  Poop scoops have been put in the park with plastic bags and 
yet some residents still just don’t care.  The association does not want to reach the stage where 
they are forced to name and shame those who do not work with them. 

Disebo then thanked the members for their support over the past year and the Sunninghill 
Gardens executive for their hard work, commitment and dedication to our suburb.   

3. Crime Report (Mrs Linda Gildenhuys) 
 
Mrs Linda Gildenhuys reported the following on the general crime trends: 
 

 There has been an increase in crime in the greater JHB area, specifically violent crimes.  
Armed robberies in the home and business as well as people being followed from banks 
and shopping centres resulting in driveway robberies. Unfortunately, whilst car jackings 
had decreased, they were on the rise again.  Stats show us that at times violent crimes 
exceed house break-ins in some suburbs. 

 Although there has been a decrease in violent crimes such as armed robbery in the 
business; armed robbery in the home; smash and grabs and driveway robberies we have 
seen an increase in common robberies. Common robberies being where victims have 
been robbed of their cell phones while walking in the street, on the way to the taxi rank 
or waiting for the bus.   

 Theft of motor vehicles, theft out of motor vehicles continue to plague all areas.  Theft 
of motor vehicles is increasing alarmingly with Ford Rangers being top of the list.  In 
theft out of motor vehicles, the most common vehicles broken into are Ford Figo and 
Eco-sport 

 



Linda then showed graphs reflecting the trend in crimes in the Greater Sunninghill Area over 
the past 7 years for both violent and non-violent crimes indicating the increase of both theft of 
motor vehicle and theft out of motor vehicle over recent years.  
 
Crime statistics within Sunninghill Gardens have continue to decline year on year since 2006/7 
with the lowest crime ever reported in 2016/7. This is directly attributable to all the initiatives 
implemented and especially the effectiveness of the the license plate / disk scanning (LPR 
system) which is linked to the SAPS crime database. Linda briefly explained how the system 
worked and how both our area and the general surrounding community were benefiting from it. 
This is very evident from the article shared below: 
 
Sunninghill takes the lead in fighting crime once again 
 LPR linked to Saps crime databases with an alert in the Sunninghill Control Room 
 “Sunninghill has been setting the pace when it comes to the issue of technology and new 
developments. We are grateful as partners in the fight against crime to have such a forward 
thinking community on our side. The successes achieved because of this attitude is well 
documented. Kindly keep us informed about developments and we will definitely use you as a 
model when we want to recruit other stakeholders. Wish you success with the new venture.” 
Brig A Billings retired Station Commander Sandton Saps 
 
The LPR system has also picked up 9 cars in Sunninghill Gardens who have had their number 
plates cloned and Linda recounted several incidents where near missed crimes had been 
averted through the monitoring system. Linda stressed that no other suburb has the same 
advanced technology that is used in our area. 
 

4. Financials (Mrs Linda Gildenhuys) 
 
Financials for the Year Ending 31 March 2017 

 For the first year ever SGHA made a loss. The loss of R15 735 was directly attributed to 
an under recovery of levies. 

 There were no other major discrepancies on individual items between the actuals versus 
budget.  
 

Special Projects and special levy 

 In the past SGHA has funded improvements to our area through an annual once off 
special levy. Some projects implemented in previous years include: 

o Installed streetlights 
o Speedhumps 
o Landscaped two parks 
o Installed CCTV cameras etc 



 
 No special levy will be collected in the coming financial year owing to the ongoing 

economic recession. However, SGHA remains committed to continuing with this form of 
funding to implement improvements to our area in the future. 

There is concern over the under recoveries from levies in the 2016/2017 financial year. It is 
imperative that SGHA retain their membership numbers. Whist people who choose not to 
belong to our association cannot be “named and shamed”, the option of acknowledging paying 
members is being considered by erecting a “membership” board on their outside wall. This 
could also, in a double emergency, help Savika prioritise which house / unit it attends to first. 

 Access stickers are about to be updated and will start being issued from 1st November 
2017.  

Proposed Budget for the Financial Year 2017 / 2018 

 The budget for the forthcoming financial year - 2017/2018 was presented. 
o The budget, whilst tight, was controlled. 
o An increase in the monthly levy of R36 per house and R14 per Townhouse / 

Cluster was proposed. This will be effective from effective 1st November 2017. 

The proposed levy increase was put to the floor for voting and accepted. 

 
 Linda also mentioned that Savika would not be putting through an annual increase to 

individual houses who were contracted to them for monitoring of alarms and 
dispatching of vehicles.   

 
5. Election Of Committee 

 The existing committee members were willing to stand for another term.  No new 
committee members were vote in. 

 
6. General 

 
 The idea was “Membership” boards was considered a good idea but it was suggested 

that the boards be waterproof and can be removed, if required, without causing 
damage to the walls.  

 There are 2 complexes within Sunninghill Gardens who have not been paying levy 
contributions. The committee is in negotiations with them to implement a reduced levy, 
in the short term, to ensure some payment is received and a plan to get them back to 
full membership is being developed. 

 It was proposed to create a Sunninghill Gardens Brochure highlighting all the positives 
for buying into the area and the associated levies involved. These would be given to 



estate agents to distribute to potential buyers to hopefully make them aware of the 
benefits of SGHA and to get new owners committed to becoming members. 

 Candice James, our Ward Councilor for Sunninghill, was welcomed to the meeting and 
addressed the forum. She thanked the members for their continued support and 
emphasized how, by working together, so much more could be done in a community. 
She commended Mrs Linda Gildenhuys and Savika for the great work they were doing in 
leading the way to fight crime in the area and stressed just how successful SGHA was 
when compared with other associations in the surrounding areas. She appealed to 
residents to submit their wish list for inclusion in the IDP plan which would be included 
in the forward budget. Her personal submission, to improve the area, is a proposal to 
create a park in the green belt area at the end of the K60. This would entail an access 
bridge from Sunninghill into Paulshof. 

Candice went on to briefly outline the latest updates of the road developments in and 
around Sunninghill: 

 Construction of the next phase of the K60 would be starting soon (April 2018). 
This involves the road from the top of the K60 to Kyalami road. The road would 
be built by Baldwin Developers to facilitate access of cars from the Polo Field 
housing developments currently under construction. The road will run past St 
Peter’s school and discussion and plans with the school are almost complete.  

 Budget for the extension of the K60 from Chilli Lane into Paulshof has been 
approved. Previous concerns of the road passing through Free Me have been 
resolved and the biggest obstacle now is the relocation of the informal 
settlement by the old Clay Oven. 

There been no other business the meeting closed at 21.30 


